CakCity Womens Colorful Waterproof Wrist Watch - Unisex Stainless
Steel Quartz Analog Watches for Women Simple Fashion Rainbow
Gradient Round Dial Creative Ladies Watch Review-2021

Fashion Gradient Rainbow Dial: The unique creative rainbow dial, bright colors, changing colors at
different times, fun to check the time. Stylish, practical and classy design, to create a beautiful
analog wrist watch for you.
Durable & Comfortable Womens Watch: Zinc alloy case, stainless steel waterproof band and buckle,
sturdy and durable. The length of the woven metal band is easy to adjust, give you a comfortable
wearing experience.
Precise Watches for Women: Japanese precision quartz movement, providing precise and accurate
timing. Ideal for a variety of business, casual, outdoor activities or daily use.
Waterproof Watch: Water-resistant to 30m (103ft), suitable for daily use, such as hand washing,
rainy day, sweating and brief immersion in water. Please Do not press any button in the water or
wear this watch for prolonged underwater activities (such as diving, etc.). Do not expose the watch
to hot water and steam.
Perfect Gift Choice: This watch comes with a beautiful gift box, a manual and a tool to adjust the
band. It's a great gift for ladies on birthdays, Valentine's Day, Mother's Day, Thanksgiving,
Christmas, weddings, parties and anniversaries.CakCity is centered on quality, innovation and
service. Always committed to providing you with quality products and a better experience!
Attention to Detail
Dial & Display
Creative rainbow gradient dial.Simple and generous analog display.The scale is clear, easy to
identify the time.High-strength glass, wear-resistant and scratch-resistant.
Cover
Water resistant to 3ATM(30M), meet daily waterproof needs.Quartz movement with precise
timing.9mm / 0.35inch light and slim design.Waterproof back cover, sturdy and durable.
Mesh band & Buckle
Mesh stainless steel strap, soft and comfortable.Stainless steel double safety buckle, more
secure.Adjusting the position of the buckle changes the length of the band to fit your wrist.
Womens Colorful Waterproof Wrist Watch
Water Resistant Up to 30M
Waterproof to a depth of 30m (99 ft), it can meet the waterproof of daily life, and it can be worn
when washing hands and raining. Tips: Not suitable for swimming and diving.Please do not expose
the watch to hot water and steam.
Item Specifications:
Movement: QuartzDisplay: AnalogWatch case: Zinc alloyBand & Buckle: Stainless steelDial width:
38mm / 1.5inchDial thickness: 9mm / 0.35inchBand width: 20mm / 0.79inch
Creative and Fashionable Design
See your watch in a whole new light! The stylish rainbow gradient dial gives you different visual
effects at different times. Simple and casual unisex watches are suitable for most occasions in daily
life, and can be combined with a variety of clothing to add a stylish color to your life.
Surprise Perfect Gift
The classic and stylish ultra-thin watch combines excellent quality with a beautiful look. It can be a
good gift for family, mom, wife, friends or yourself, suitable for any holiday occasions such as
birthday, anniversary, Thanksgiving, Christmas, etc. Give a perfect gift and sincere blessing!

Fashion Watch with Gift Box
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